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To all our family and friends: Greetings in the Lord!
This past month has been a huge blessing. Recently, Love
of Truth Ministries (LOTM) had the opportunity to partner
with Justice For All (JFA). JFA is a national pro-life ministry
that visits university campuses and engages people in
dialogue on the topic of abortion (visit jfaweb.org).

 Justice For All Training and Outreaches
Mentor Training
Love of Truth Ministries was blessed to take part in a
Justice for All mentor training. In this unique training, JFA
trained our leaders to more effectively lead and mentor
others to dialogue about abortion in any outreach setting.
Bracken Christian School and UTSA Outreach
As a part of their Biblical Ethics Class, the seniors
recently completed a pro-life training and outreach in
conjunction with JFA and LOTM. With JFA, our Bracken
seniors spent two days on
a field
trip to the University of
Texas at San Antonio in
order to dialogue with
university students on
the issue of the sanctity
of life. The response
from all the students
involved was
overwhelming positive.
Praise God for this

opportunity for our seniors to truly put their faith into
action and “Impact their Culture for Christ.”
Here are a few responses from a few students from Bracken Christian
School:

“This experience also made me more confident about speaking
about abortion”.
(Speaking of someone a Bracken student spoke to): “She said because of

those pictures, that she was now totally against abortion and fully
pro life.”
“After seeing the whole exhibit I feel more strongly against
abortion than I ever have.”

The outreaches at UTSA were an incredible success. On March 29th and 30th,
many pro-life participants that were trained by Justice For All had the
opportunity to but their knowledge into practice. Besides LOTM, and Bracken
Christian School, members of Living Water Fellowship in Bulverde Texas, The
San Antonio Coalition For Life, 40 Days For Life, and others were able to
attend. The UTSA Students for Right To Life sponsored this event.

What’s Next?
Pro-Life Ministry
Love of Truth Ministries plans to continue in their partnership with JFA as
they conduct local pro-life training and outreaches. Currently, LOTM takes
trainees to downtown San Antonio by the Alamo- a perfect cross-section of
the populace, including locals and visiting tourists. At these events, a
portable kiosk is set up and poll-tables and surveys are employed to enter
into dialogue with passersby. The next training and outreach will be
sometime in May of June of 2011.

May God bless you all!
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